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h i g h l i g h t s

• A density shrinking algorithm for community detection is provided.
• The performance is higher than a recent density shrinking algorithm and the runtime is obviously reduced.
• The main process of the proposed density shrinking algorithm is repeatedly finding and merging dense pairs.
• Compared with the recent density shrinking algorithm, analyses show that the improvement promotes the performance and reduces

the runtime.
• The analytical results are verified by comparative experiments on large scale networks.
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a b s t r a c t

Community structure is ubiquitous in real world complex networks. Finding the commu-
nities is the key to understand the functions of those networks. A lot of works have been
done in designing algorithms for community detection, but it remains a challenge in the
field. Traditional modularity optimization suffers from the resolution limit problem. Re-
cent researches show that combining the density based technique with the modularity
optimization can overcome the resolution limit and an efficient algorithm named Den-
Shrink was provided. The main procedure of DenShrink is repeatedly finding and merging
micro-communities (broad sense) into super nodes until they cannot merge. Analyses in
this paper show that if the procedure is replaced by finding and merging only dense pairs,
both of the detection accuracy and runtime can be obviously improved. Thus an improved
density-based algorithm: ImDS is provided. Since the time complexity, path based similar-
ity indexes are difficult to be applied in community detection for high performance. In this
paper, the path based Katz index is simplified and used in the ImDS algorithm.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Q2

1. Introduction 1

Community structure is ubiquitous in many real world networks [1,2]. Finding the community structure is the funda- Q3 2

mental of understanding those networked systems [3,4]. For example in social networks, finding the community structure 3

is the key to analyze the relationship between people [5]. 4
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In the past decade,many algorithms for community detection have been proposed [6–16]. Among them, themost popular1

method is the modularity optimization presented by Newman and Girvan [17–21]. Higher value of modularity indicates2

a better partition of the network into communities. But modularity is not a scale independent standard, which indicates3

that algorithms based on maximizing modularity often lead to the resolution limit problem [22,23]. That is to say, when a4

community is less than a certain size then itmay not be detected. Modularitymaximization is an NP-complete problem [24],5

thus most modularity optimization algorithms are also time-consuming.6

Density-based technique has been commonly used in data clustering [25,26]. In fact, the community detection can be also7

considered as a problem of data clustering. The network clustering algorithm SCAN [27] was extended from the traditional8

density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN [26], which can detect meaningful clusters, hubs, and outliers in networks. The9

recently proposed graph-skeleton-based clustering (gSkeletonClu) algorithm is also a density-based network clustering al-10

gorithm,which projects a network to its core-connectedmaximal spanning tree [28]. Recent research shows that combining11

the density-based technique with the modularity optimization can overcome the resolution limit problem and an efficient12

algorithm can be obtained [29].13

In Ref. [29], a density-basedmodularity optimization algorithm called DenShrink was provided, which was derived from14

the structural network clustering algorithm SCAN [27]. DenShrink is free from the resolution limit that most modularity-15

based algorithms suffer from. By repeatedly findingmicro-communities (broad sense, see definition in Section 2) andmerg-16

ing them into super nodes, DenShrink is much faster than traditional modularity-based algorithms. The time complexity of17

DenShrink is m log(N) when using a similarity index of only neighbor information, where N is the number of nodes and m18

is the number of edges in the network. DenShrink is a promising algorithm for community detection.19

But analyses show that DenShrink has two aspects that can be further improved:20

(1) When using a similarity indexwith only neighbor information, e.g., the common neighbor (CN) index or the cosine (COS)21

index [30,31], there are many micro-communities (narrow sense, see definition in Section 2) to be merged (DenShrink22

uses the COS index). When using a more accurate index to improve the performance, e.g., the path based similarity23

indexes [32], there are seldom micro-communities in the network (this will be explained in Section 2). Finding micro-24

communities becomes inefficient and useless.25

(2) Mergingmicro-community (narrow sense)maydegrade the detection accuracy of the algorithmcomparedwithmerging26

only dense pairs (this will be explained in Section 2 in detail).27

In this paper, an improved DenShrink algorithm is provided, denoted as ImDS for clarity. The contribution of this is as28

follows:29

(1) The path based Katz index is simplified for computation and used in ImDS, which can improve the detection accuracy30

of the algorithm.31

(2) The procedure of finding and merging micro-communities (broad sense) in DenShrink is replaced by only finding and32

merging dense pairs in ImDS, which can improve the detection accuracy as well as reduce the runtime.33

Overall, the detection accuracy of ImDS is obviously improved and the runtime is reduced compared with the original34

DenShrink. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, motivations of this paper are provided. Section 335

describes the details of the ImDS algorithm. Experiments are performed in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion of this paper.36

2. Motivations37

Some definitions and notions are described before the motivations, which are the bases of the proposed algorithm.38

2.1. Preliminaries39

Let G(V , E,W ) be a weighted undirected graph, where V , E, and W are the node, edge, and weight (similarity) sets40

respectively. Γ (i) is the set of neighbors of node i including itself, in formula41

Γ (i) = {j ∈ V |{i, j} ∈ E} ∪ {i}. (1)42

The similarity of a pair of nodes is a measure about whether they should be allocated into the same community or not.43

The definition of similarity has a heavy influence on the performance of the algorithms [26,29]. Commonly used definitions44

of similarity include the local neighbor information based indexes, e.g. common neighbor (CN) and cosine (COS) [30,31], and45

the path (global information) based indexes, e.g. the Katz index [32]. Before our motivations are described, the definitions46

of the CN and COS indexes are introduced. Let s(i, j) denote the similarity between nodes i and j.47

Definition 1 (CN Index [30]). In an undirected network, the common neighbor based similarity is defined as follows:48

sCN(i, j) = |Γ (i) ∩ Γ (j)|, (2)49

where |Γ | denotes the number of nodes in the set Γ . According to the definition of neighbor set (see (1)), if there is an edge50

between nodes i and j, the following formula holds51

sCN(i, j) = |Γ (i) ∩ Γ (j)| ≥ 2.52
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